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We all hope for long, happy, healthy lives. Do we've any control over how very long and how
healthy we live? You want to spend as few as possible of our last years racked by disease and
pain. This book says yes, we do. Medical advances have dramatically reduced deaths from
infectious diseases. Genetics aside, today, many of the diseases that challenge us inside our late
age come because of lifestyle choices.D. To the anecdotes, he adds easy-to- comprehend
discussions of accepted medical wisdom. Cardiovascular disease, diabetes, and many types of
cancer don’t need to make our advanced years full of suffering and debilitation., offers a formula
to avoid or diminish the types of diseases a lot of today’s seniors encounter. Dr. Bernstein’s third
book, The Power of 5, uses anecdotes describing good—and not so good—types of patients in his
practice. After more than three decades as a geriatrician in personal practice, David Bernstein,
M. He explains how to AGE GRACEFULLY by embracing YOUR capacity to make the kinds of
changes that will probably improve your health destiny. Divided into five groups—Sweets, Sweat,
Stress, Sleep, and Sex—THE ENERGY of 5 details the ways YOU can take control of your own long
lasting youthfulness and vigor. Bernstein presents personally tested quality recipes for delicious
foods to jumpstart your dedication to the lifestyle changes that may help you enjoy the longer,
happier, healthier life you desire. Dr.
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His books began very good, but they get even better and better Fascinating reading. Well crafted,
full of important understanding and info for us "old folks". The book targets lifestyle selections
concerning diet, exercise, relationship, and additional factors that effect one’s health. Bernstein
is a well-known gerontologist and we are fortunate/blessed that he shares his wisdom in his
books. His books began very good, but they get even better and better. go for it! This breaks it
down in a way that all can implement and follow. Lend it to your Grandkids to allow them to
make their options affecting their potential, senior lifestyle quality NOW! Great info that
everyone should read. Great details that everyone should read. Outstanding Guide! Just
understand that become familiar with about the type of physical ailments, stress consequences,
need for exercise, and more. Dr. Bernstein reveals his compassion for practicing medicine, his
devotion to his sufferers, and his empathy because of their struggles. This writing technique
engages the reader to relate, empathize, and learn vicariously. The Power Of 5 method is simple
to remember and for that reason much more likely to implement every day. Longevity and
youthfulness; Bernstein’s words. Bernstein, the writer, shares tons of study shedding light on
why it really is so important to embrace the 5 lifestyle changes and he personalizes it by
including stories about sufferers. He introduces many useful ideas, tools, and additional assets
to delve deeper into each wellness area. He does an excellent work of tying all concepts together
at the end of Part 1 and enlightens us how 1 of the energy Of 5 areas is in fact the glue that
retains them all collectively! Including sample menus and dishes in Part 2 isn't just motivating,
but also makes the changeover to a wholesome lifestyle reasonable and easy to follow! B
understands his stuff! Bernstein, for this exceptional, informative, interesting, and helpful
guideline of why and how exactly to improve our health and wellness for a longer life. This is a
“must examine” for everyone! The Power of 5 can change your life -- and extend it Because I
edited THE ENERGY of 5 for Dr. Bernstein, I initial avoided writing an assessment. How may i
fairly judge a book when I exercised some control over how it was written? I've since made the
decision that my first concerns were not valid. While I was able to advise the physician on
spelling, grammar and syntax, the adjustments I made were hardly ever major. As a fellow
geriatrician and preventive medicine physician passionate about wellness aging, I totally buy into
the points Dr. Bernstein is the expert physician with decades of encounter treating sufferers; I
am a journalist experienced in nothing more than stringing phrases into readable prose. The
reserve is his alone, and it is a useful tool for anyone who would like to live a wholesome,
rewarding life with as little deviation from that goal as possible. His "5 S's" amount to a primer
on living to the utmost. Through the entire book he shares valuable suggestions toward that end,
together with the results of important scientific study and extremely interesting phrase portraits
of patients he's treated through the years. I particularly liked the thumbnail sketches of "Fred,"
the "ticking period bomb" who adopted no medical assistance at all and experienced from a
variety of preventable illnesses. With Fred's help, the doctor offers persuaded me to make some
adjustments in my life-style. Bernstein lists those changes and explains them thoroughly. Dr.
Honing practices is a step in the proper direction. Bernstein has an actionable way of applying
knowledge to be able to achieve an extended and youthful life. A Handbook for a successful and
happy geriatric lifestyle. It took me some time to begin scanning this reserve, but once I started
it, I realized that I had to complete it. He presents a interesting perspective for an adjustment to
a wholesome lifestyle.Even though there have been things I already did for my general health
and wellness, there were other things that Dr. Bernstein offered for me to implement as I live
into the future of my own geriatric life. The use of personal patient tales makes it an interesting
read everyone can relate with. After each chapter, the writer lists the main element formula 5

ideas which helps to review and summarize the main element concepts. Lifestye Choices Dr.. The
POWER of 5 relates the repercussions of satisfying human being needs and then how better
choices can make a difference. Dr. It offers scientific information in regard to physical
manifestations in a short and to the point manner. Unlike the various “diet” books, Dr.
Bernstein's concentrate is on becoming more active, eating healthy foods, participating in
rewarding, intimate romantic relationships, and stimulating the mind. I gave it a go through and
arrived away with a wealth of information. He also contains some useful, healthful dishes. I
won’t hand out the five. THE ENERGY Of 5 can be an outstanding book on how to change our
lifestyles to live longer and healthier. At age group 77, I am finding "5 S's" useful plenty of that it
includes a place in my shelf of kitchen cookbooks and I consult it frequently. I recommend it. It
provides valuable information for living longer, healthier, happier lives. Bernstein writes for an
over-all audience, offering suggestions predicated on his extensive encounter as a health care
provider of internal medicine and a geriatric professional. Dr. In every these ways, he shows that
you can decrease your threat of cardio-vascular disease and tumor while enhancing not merely
longevity but also the quality of life. The second part offers a number of interesting recipes for
meals and snack foods developed by the doctor and his wife. Next it relates clear and concise
guidelines on how to better your quality of life by developing fruitful habits. Who doesn’t want
that! The first area of the publication is devoted to sharing suggestions for a healthy lifestyle..
Awesome book on Healthful living & longevity The Power of 5 can be an awesome book On how
to develop & live a wholesome lifestyle. This book is extremely well-written and offers excellent
advice to anyone thinking about developing a healthy lifestyle This book is incredibly well-written
and will be offering excellent advice to anyone interested in creating a healthy lifestyle. We
usually seek to find methods to Youthfulness & Kudos for another excellent book out of this
knowledgable physician, Willam R Greenberg MD I have thoroughly enjoyed reading this book
and my husband and I have . this book shows us an excellent route to get on the road towards
that goal. I highly recommend Dr. Bernstein publication - The power of 5 I highly recommend Dr.
Bernstein publication - The power of 5. Dr. Bernstein has made about concentrating on healthy
lifestyle changes to make your life longer and increase quality of life. With the issues we
encounter today with weight problems, poor nutrition, sleep deprivation and lower over
pleasure in lifestyle - there is something we all can learn and focus on and it's to never late to
start out! Dr. Bernstein has may a publication that is easy to check out and reference. Well worth
reading! The scientific basis for his views are explained concisely and the suggestions make
excellent sense. The use of personal patient tales makes . This is an excellent read and I will
heartily recommend it to my friends. “Formula for Longevity and Remaining Youthful” — these
phrases are enticing when referring to the span of one’s lifespan. Being critical of personal help
books, I came across this one a fantastic option for those people who are seeking to live a
wholesome way of living. The scientific basis for his sights are described concisely and the
recommendations make excellent sense.Because you only get one shot at every day of your
lifestyle, it is a great idea to learn this manual for your own longevity with success and
happiness. As a neurologist, I am wary of books that propose answers in how to defeat the
inevitable decline of maturing. B is i'm all over this with his recommendations. longevity &.. I
have thoroughly enjoyed reading this book and my husband and I have benefited from Dr. By
sharing his personal experiences in the Power Of 5 chapters, Dr. He combines recent medical
information along with his own observations of individuals from his personal practice. Dr. Thank
you, Dr. an excellent read! very insightful and interesting.As I actually read more, I needed to
insure that We had the right concepts about and the correct approach to my own Power of 5.
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